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Goddesspreneur Checklist
A Goddesspreneur is the sweet spot where your work and love come together 

in a completely exhilerating way that is fulfilling and feels liberating.

How do you know if you're a Goddessprenuer? 

Take the assessment below. Place a check by each line that rings true to you.
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You know you're a Goddesspreneur when you...

_____  Feel passionate to do something that serves a particular group

_____  Determined to make an impact on humanity and the world

_____  Have life experiences that would help other people

You know you're here for a reason when you...

_____  Find it difficult to work for someone else, doing uninspiring work

_____  Feel your creativity is stiffled and working for others in unfulfilling

_____  Believe you're here for a reason and have a divine purpose

When you follow are guided by gut instincts and willing to...

_____  Take the road less traveled instead of following the crowd

_____  Stick to your values and maximize your unique strengths

_____  Honor your gut instincts and follow your intuition
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Goddesspreneur

Ideals
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A Goddesspreneur lives life on her terms. She

blurs the lines between life, play & work. She's

inspired to follow her path, fitting work into her

life. She openly receives & gives abunDANCE. 

She's applies her unique signature to

everything she does. Passion and moxie fuel

her every step.

She leads by example and utilizes integrity and

compassion to set the pace. She transforms

personal challenges into  personal power.

"A Goddesspreneur guides
others on the journey."

The path may be hidden, but with each step

she reveals another level of herself, guiding

others through their process to reach their

highest potential. 

She embodies love and light, radiating her vibe

to heal herself and humanity.



Develop deep clarity about your tribe (niche') creating connection by

knowing what they need so that you serve them best with what you offer.

Create your signature offerings so that your tribe feels supported,

valued, respected and understood, drawing from your experiences.

Embrace your courage and confidence so that you radiate your power

and passion to your tribe, motivating and inspiring them.

Optimize your compassion so that Magnetize your tribe and they feel

loved, connected, honored and in a safe space to transform.

Breakthrough visibility blocks, utilizing your voice so that you Monetize 

 your unique message and offerings.

Utilize your intuitive and imaginative skills so that you get work done

faster, having more flexibility and time freedom.

Leverage your skills by collaborating with others so you expand your

tribe and create multiple streams of income.

Scale your Mission, creating ongoing systems so that you reach Millions

and make Millions while creating an Elightened Business.

Goddesspreneur Elements
There are key elements necessary for a Goddesspreneur business to thrive.

Review this list and determine what elements you fully embrace and which ones

need your attention so that you and your clients reach their full potential.

"Be a Goddesspreneur,  master your unique gifts."
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Relationship - being in right relationship with

  yourself (mastering the inner game, your 

  clients and money supports you in creating a

  business that supports your soul and attract

  your ideal clients/customers, as well as the income you want to receive.

Release - limiting beliefs, inaccurate thoughts, emotional wounds and family

  patterns so that you no longer process life through these filters and attract

  the good stuff you want.

Reverse engineer - the success you want to achieve. First determine your

  "freedom number" that gets you out of your job or to the next level, then take

  that number and figure out what you need to do on a monthly, weekly and daily    

  basis to achieve it. By having a strategic plan and action steps you'll be able

  to reach your goals.

Reinvest - your time and money back into your business. Determine how much 

  money you'll reinvest each month for coaching, courses and programs that

  boost your business skills. Reinvest in your employees so they have the

  knowledge and tools to support your business.

The Pillars of Success
There are 4 Pillars of Success that I've used in my businesses that have grown my

seven figure businesses. Think of these 4 pillars are holding up a structure.When

one of the pillars is out of balance or non-existant, the structure falls over. 

The 4 R's are Success are Relationship, Release, 

Reverse engineer and Re-invest.

"Be a Goddesspreneur -  transform your passion into abundance."
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Success



I am swimming in 
oceans of AbunDANCE

 
Pair with Wild Orange, Bergamot,

Lavender, Ylang Ylang,  Spearmint,
Grapefruit, Siberian Fir

A B U N D A N C E

A F F I R M A T I O N S
Managing your thoughts is vital to your success. Shift negative thoughts by replacing them

with these or other affirmations. Embody the affirmation by tuning into how your body

"feels"  when you say the affirmation. Allow yourself to release any resistance to the

affirmation. Anchor your affimation by using your favorite essential oil or the oil pairing

suggestions below. Place a drop of oil in your hand, take a couple of deep breaths while

repeating your affirmation. 

The more I do what I LOVE,
the more money I receive

 
Pair with Patchouli, Cypress,
Lime, Arborvitae, Marjoram 

Money comes to me in both
expected & surprising ways

I am naturally abundant 
and  successful

I quickly and easily attract 
the perfect clients 

Pair with Jasmine, Wild Orange,
Melissa, Frankincenses, Myrrh,

Ylang Ylang, Sandalwood
 

Pair with Geranium, Eucalyptus
Frankincense, Myrrh,  or

Sandalwood

 
Pair with Rosemary, Lemon, Helichrysum

Cinnamon, Coriander, Vetiver
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L E T ' S  C O N N E C T !

@GoodVibeJana

YouTube/JanaGroscost

LinkedIn.com/in/Jana-Groscost

Goddesspreneur GamePlan (page)

Women Rocking Money (group)

Clubhouse/club/Goddesspreneur

@Goddesspreneur -Jana Groscost
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I'm on a mission to empower women who struggle with creating

the business they want. I help them dream BIGGER and live

BOLDER lives. Hi! I'm Jana. As a former tax accountant, I

support client's in upgrading their business skills and mindset

so they build a profitable, sustainable business. As an Energy

Healer, I help client's breakthrough limiting beliefs and fears

they have about money and success so they increase their

visibility, get more clients, make more moolah-lah, do what

they love and live a life they love in abunDANCE.

Be a Goddesspreneur!

Transform Your Passion into AbunDANCE!
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Love,
Jana


